WATER DELEGATION TO ISRAEL
INCLUDING THE 4TH WATER ROUND TABLE UNDER THE ISRAEL – US WATER INITIATIVE

ISRAEL– COLORADO INNOVATION FUND, AMERICAN WATER WORKS ASSOCIATION (AWWA) AND THE ISRAELI GOVERNMENT ARE HOSTING A WATER DELEGATION FOR AN EDUCATIONAL MISSION

LOCATION: Tel Aviv, Israel
DATE: 2.1.2019 – 2.8.2019

RSVP: SPACE IS LIMITED. PLEASE RSVP TO GILI ELKIN GILI@ICLFUND BARB MARTIN BMARTIN@AWWA.ORG OR JOSH COHEN JOSH COHEN@ISRAELTRADE.GOV.IL

ITINERARY 2.1.2019 – 2.8.2019

FRIDAY 2.1.2019
ARRIVAL TO ISRAEL (BEN GURION AIRPORT)
VIP PICKUP FROM AIRPORT AND TRANSFER TO HOTEL
CHECK-IN AT HOTEL (TAL BY THE BEACH, HAYARKON ST 287, TEL AVIV)
20:00 Welcome dinner (Yulia, Yorde Hsira 1 Tel Aviv)

SATURDAY 2.2.2019
THE DEAD SEA - LOWEST POINT ON EARTH
7:00 DRIVE TO THE DEAD SEA AREA THROUGH THE JUDEAN DESERT
9:00 MASADA FORTRESS: ASCEND AND DESCEND BY CABLE CAR AND JOIN A WALKING TOUR AROUND THE FORTRESS
12:00 LUNCH
15:00 OVERVIEW OF MAKHTESH RAMON, THE WORLD’S LARGEST "EROSION CIRQUE"
19:30 DINNER, THE OLD MAN AND THE SEA (“HAZAKEN VE HAYAM”), KEDEM ST 85, TEL AVIV

SPEAKER: TAMIS HOR, PREVIOUSLY SENIOR DEPUTY DIRECTOR GENERAL (REGULATION), ISRAEL WATER AUTHORITY
SUNDA 2.3.2019 – ISRAEL WATER ECOSYSTEM

8:00 ISRAEL NATIONAL WATER AUTHORITY
10:00 RESERVOIR OF HAMNIV, RISHON LEZION, THE WATER AND SEWAGE CO
   (LEARN ABOUT CAPTURING RAIN)
10:45 HAMNIV, RISHON LEZION, THE WATER AND SEWAGE CO.
   OVERVIEW OF WATER SECURITY BY DANNY LACKER, HEAD OF THE WATER SECURITY
   AND EMERGENCY DIVISION, ISRAEL NATIONAL WATER AUTHORITY
11:15 HAMNIV OVERVIEW
12:00 LUNCH AT HAMNIV INCLUDING RAZ KINSTLICH, MAYOR OF RISHON LEZION
12:30 TOUR OF HAMNIV – DEMONSTRATION BY DANNY LACKER AND HAMNIV REP.
13:15 SHAFFAN, WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT AND IGUDAN VISITORS CENTER
   SIVAN BLEICH, MANAGER, WATER TREATMENT AND SUPPLY DEPARTMENT, MEKOROT

19:00 DINNER, PORTER & SONS, HAARBA’a ST 14, TEL AVIV-YAFO
Speaker: ALOM ZAKS, SENIOR DEPUTY DIRECTOR GENERAL
NATURAL RESOURCES, ISRAEL MINISTRY OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

MONDAY 2.4.2019 – ISRAEL’S INNOVATION

8:30 MEI AVIVIM, TEL AVIV WATER UTILITY
9:45 KANDO INSTALLATION
11:00 KANDO ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES LTD, TZUR YIG’AL
   (ONLINE MONITORING OF POLLUTION EVENTS IN WASTEWATER)
12:30 LUNCH
15:00 PERES CENTER FOR PEACE AND INNOVATION

4TH WATER ROUND TABLE UNDER THE ISRAEL – US WATER INITIATIVE

16:30: NETWORKING
16:45: INTRODUCTION (GILI + ODED)
17:00: UTILITIES PANEL, MODERATOR: BARB MARTIN
17:30: Q&A FOR PANEL
17:45: COMPANIES’ PITCHES
18:30: OPEN DISCUSSION
19:30 NETWORKING + FOOD
20:30 FINISH
TUESDAY 2.5.2019

9:00 ATLANTIUM, ILLUMINATING WATER TECHNOLOGIES
(Illuminating Water Technologies)

10:30 ODIS FILTERING LTD
(Water Treatment Solutions)

12:00 LUNCH AT ABU GOSH

13:30 OLD CITY TOUR, JERUSALEM:
CITY OF DAVID, CHURCH OF THE HOLY SEPULCHER, THE WESTERN WALL,
THE ORIENTAL BAZAAR

18:00 DINNER (ANNA ITALIAN CAFÉ, HA RAV AGAN ST 10, JERUSALEM)
Speaker, AMNON SHEFI, Founder and CEO, Hi-Teach

WEDNESDAY 2.6.2019 – CYBER SECURITY

9:00 VISIT IL-CERT (ISRAEL’S COMPUTER EMERGENCY RESPONSE TEAM), BEER SHEVA

12:00 BRIEFING, GAZA DIVISION, GUY TZUR, FORMER CHIEF OF THE GROUND FORCES
COMMAND OF THE ISRAEL DEFENSE FORCES

12:30 LUNCH (IN GAZA DIVISION BASE)

13:15 EMERGENCY DRILL WITH DANNY LACKER, HEAD OF THE WATER SECURITY AND
EMERGENCY DIVISION, ISRAEL’S WATER AUTHORITY

14:20 OVERVIEW – BLACK ARROW MONUMENT, GUY TZUR

15:15 DOROT, CONTROL VALVES, KIBBUTZ DOROT, ALON BLONDER

17:30 WATER INDUSTRY COLLEAGUES DISCUSSION RECEPTION

20:30 BACK TO HOTEL

THURSDAY 2.7.2019

7:00 DRIVE TO NORTHERN ISRAEL

9:00 FLUENCE, MAAYAN ZVI
(Decentralized Treatment Technologies)

11:00 AFKEY EMEK HEFER AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION INC.
(LEARN ABOUT REUSE OF WASTEWATER FOR AGRICULTURE)

12:30 LUNCH IN KIBBUTZ SDOT YAM

13:30 TOUR CAESAREA INCLUDING A VISIT THE ROMAN ANCIENT AQUEDUCT
See the remains of the once magnificent port built by Herod the Great as
as well as the ancient theater and the hippodrome

16:00 HADERA, DESALINATION PLANT (SECOND LARGEST)

19:00 CLOSING DINNER
FRIDAY 2.8.2019

TOUR TEL AVIV-JAFFA (OPTIONAL) -
DEPART FOR THE AIRPORT
FLIGHT BACK

FOR SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES:
PLEASE CONTACT GILI ELKIN (GILI@ICL.FUND) OR BARB MARTIN (BMARTIN@AWWA.ORG) OR JOSH COHEN (JOSH.COHEN@ISRAELTRADE.GOV.IL)

CO-CHAIRS (BY ALPHABET ORDER):
• BARB MARTIN, DIRECTOR, ENGINEERING & TECHNICAL SERVICES, AWWA
• BOB LEMBKE, CEO AND PRESIDENT, UNITED WATER DISTRICT
• CHRIS DERMODY, CIO, DENVER WATER
• GILI ELKIN, GENERAL PARTNER, ISRAEL–COLORADO INNOVATION FUND
• ODED DISTEL, HEAD OF NEWTECH, ISRAEL MINISTRY OF ECONOMY